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Proper squat form for knees

One of the best exercises for you, whether you are trying to build muscle or lose weight (or both) must be squats. But it's also an exercise I see almost everyone doing wrong. We do video form checks with each Online Coaching Client to make sure they are squatting correctly, and we use a lot of the same clues and
instructions we cover in this guide! Want video form checks of your squat from a trained professional? Read more: So have no fear ... After reading this great ass squat guide (pun intended, I guess?) – part of our Strength 101 series – you can start performing this compound exercise safely and effectively. Click on any
link below or scroll down to read the full guide: What are the benefits of Squats? Squats are one of the most basic functional movements in our lives. Let's talk about the benefits and why you should squat all the time. #1) We're designed to squat: We've been squatting since we were kids, but as we get older and sit in
unnatural positions all day, our squat shape goes from perfect to awful. Shit. In many countries, people often sit in a full squat for hours at a time. From an evolutionary point of view – it makes sense that we are genetically designed to, and can be really good at – squatting. Before today's furniture and technology you do
not stop sitting in a full squat as you got older as we do today ... you kept squatting all your life. That's why squatting is one of the most important traits for functional fitness. #2) Squats are a compound movement that recruits most of our muscles – this means it is a movement that uses multiple muscle groups and joints
(your hip and knee joints) to complete. A simple body weight squat – which I demonstrate above – uses almost every muscle in the core and lower body. If you add a dumbbell or barbell to the equation, I would even argue that they use each individual major muscle group to complete. In addition to every muscle in your
legs, you need the hips, back and core, your shoulders and arms. Nothing is left out with this monster movement. Due to the utilization of a large amount of muscle groups, squats cause your body to increase our anabolic hormone production, helping us lose fat and build muscle. [1] #3) Squats will help strengthen your
legs and your muscles (and your knees!), and can also increase flexibility. Increasing the strength of your knees and hips (and your entire body) reduces your risk of injury while doing both athletic and everyday things (like shoveling the driveway or standing up and sitting down). And by learning to squat deep, safely, you
improve your range of movement and help make yourself antifragile and protect yourself from future damage. Bazinga! If your goal is to: Build muscle and get stronger, squats will get you there faster. Lose weight and get toned, squats will get you there faster. Looking better naked, squats will get you there faster. Get
and happier, squats will get you you Faster. Feel like an absolute bathass in the gym, squats will get you there faster. In short, squats are amazing. (see what I did there?) My name is Staci Ardison, I'm a senior coach at Nerd Fitness, and my life has completely changed by barbell training, which is why I'm so excited to
share this guide with you. Back in 2011, I could barely pick up a pink dumbbell, and now I regularly compete in powerlifting competitions. Here I squat £253 for 3 sets of 5 at a body weight of 150 pounds: I'm so excited to learn how to squat today, as I've taught lots of coaching clients how to get started too. Do you want to
learn how to squat heavily like Coach Staci? Read more about our strength coaching program online! Let's start by taking a look at body weight squats – the first move you should master before adding weight. How to Make A Body Weight Squat With The Right Shape Installation for Squat exercise is incredibly simple.
Stand with your feet slightly wider than your hips. Your toes should be pointed slightly outwards - about 5 to 20 degrees outwards (the wider your posture, the more you want to rotate your feet outwards). Look straight ahead and pick a spot on the wall in front of you. Look at this place all the time you squat, do not look
down on the floor or up to the ceiling. I go over the setup and the whole movement in this video: 1) Put your arms straight out in front of you, parallel to the ground. Keep your chest up and proud, and your spine in a neutral position. 2) Your weight is on your feet - it should be on your heels and balls on your feet, as if they
were pasted to the ground. You should be able to wiggle your toes throughout the movement (even if it's not part of the squat!). 3) Keep your whole body tight at all times, your core bent as you are bracing to be beaten in the gut! 4) Breathe deep into your stomach, break your hip and push your butt back. Continue to
send your hips backwards when your knees begin to bend. It is important to start with the hips back, and not by bending the knees. 5) When you squat down, focus on keeping your knees aligned with your feet. Many new lifters need to focus on pushing their knees out so that they track with their feet. When your knees
start to get inside your toes, push them out (but not wider than your feet). [2] Make sure that the knees do not move inwards towards each other through movement – this is very common. 6) Squat down until your hip joint is lower than your knees (what we call parallel in the squat game). Note: if you think you might not
squat deep enough, you probably aren't! Once at the bottom, it's time to stand back up from your squat: 7) To keep everything tight, exhale and run through your heels (keep the balls on your feet on the ground as well). 8) Run your knees outwards (away from each other) the same way you did on the way down, and
squeeze your butt on top to make sure you use your glutes. Here's a video from us geeks at Team Nerd (with instructions from Jim, lead trainer on our 1-on-1 Online Coaching Program) who teaches you great shape on a body weight squat, including all the mistakes not to do: When you can do multiple sets of 15+ deep
body weight squats with the right shape, it's time to move on to barbell squats! If you're sure to do body weight squats and want to work up to a barbell squat, follow our Gym Workout Level 4 Program, which includes dumbbell flip squats, a good springboard to barbell squats: The majority of the population has some sort
of mobility issue (myself included!) that they are working on fixing. We have lots of 1-on-1 coaching clients who are new to squatting, and it often comes down to ankle flexibility and hip mobility. If you spend all day, every day, sitting in a desk chair, this could be you. If you want us to help you fix your squat depth and start
getting stronger, that's what we're here for! Learn to crouch deeply, properly and safely. Learn more about how our coaching program can help: How to set up properly for Barbell Back Squat #1) Find your squat rack! It will look something like this, with a loose barbell: A. Squat Stand: B. Power Cage / Squat Rack: C. Half
Rack (Least Favorite *): * I don't like Half-rack without adjustable safety bars - if you want to squat deep barbell can hit the rods! Not cool. Aim for the A or B options if you have the choice! Note: a squat rack is NOT the same as a Smith Machine, where the barbell is attached to the machine, and slides up and down two
bars: You DON'T Want a Smith Machine. You need a completely loose barbell to be able to make a barbell checker properly and safely. Don't squat in a Smith Machine. #2) Set the height of the bar to be about the same height as your collarbone. Not sure how to set the height of the bar? I got you: If your options are
either too high or too low, it's always best to set the pins slightly lower than you need them. You don't want to have to go up on your toes to rack/unrack the bar, especially as the weight gets heavier. #3) Decide whether to do a high bar squat, or a low bar squat. Either is good, but there is a difference: The Low Bar Back
Squat is the most common form made by beginners, general lifters and powerlifters. It is also the form taught in Starting Strength, one of the best books for beginners on the market. So we will focus on that version for the rest of this section: #4) Always squat with just the bar to start – as we discuss in How much weight
should I lift, even if you plan on squatting 500 lbs, always start with just the bar! How to Make a Proper Barbell Back Squat, Step by Step 1) Facing the bar, step under it, and put your hands around it on either side of you. For this type of squat in our example, we will want to have a thumbless grip, so that our wrists are
correctly aligned with our forearms. The width of your grip will depend on flexibility, but generally a narrower narrower closer to your shoulers) grip will help create a meaty shelf for you to place the bar on the muscles of the upper back. If you lack the flexibility of the narrower grip (which is super common), start wider,
then slowly take it in as you become more flexible. See the difference here between a high bar, wrapped grip (left) and low bar, thumbless grip (right): And now time to MAKE A BARBELL BACK SQUAT! Definitely watch the video above and listen to the instructions, and then read this description when you need to
restart: With the weight on your shoulders, step back from the supports. Your feet should be slightly wider than the hip width apart. Your toes should be slightly pointing outwards. Flex your stomach, squeeze your glutes, breathe deep into your stomach. Move your butt back, crouch slowly. Continue to release until the
tops of the legs are parallel or lower (the fold on the hip is below the waist). Explode back up to the starting position. When your set is complete, proceed carefully forward to return the weight to the rack, and lower it safely on the supports. High five yourself, you just did a barbell squat! Not sure if you crouched deep
enough? Record yourself! 95% of the people I see do squats in a gym don't go deep enough! Nervous if squatting correctly? Yes, I am a mind reader, and yes we can help you! If you want an expert to check your squat shape check out our 1-on-1 Coaching program. Our coaching app allows you to record and send a
video of your movement directly to your coach, who will provide specific feedback and build a custom program just for you. Interested? Click below to jump on a free call with our team to see how our online coaching program will get you the results you're after: Let's check your squat form! We'll also build you a killer
strength training program. Read more: How Bail Out of a Squat Safely If You're Going to Squat, You Need to Know How to Squat Safely! After all, there's nothing more scary than being stuck at the bottom of a squat movement and not knowing how to get out of there! A squat is very different from a barbell deadlift in that
aspect: if you fail on a deadlift, you just don't pick up the weight. If you fail on a squat, you are trapped under a bar with potentially a lot of weight on it. This can lead to SERIOUS injury. So please, learn how to save out of a squat safely before you start trying to do heavy barbell squats. This will help give you the
confidence to push yourself and become stronger! Do you want help to become strong like? Let our coaches build a custom strength program for you: 7 Common mistakes when making squat squats are a fundamental move, but the new to lift often fall victim to a handful of common mistakes. Let's take a look at some of
the big problems and how to fix it! #1) Coming up on your toes with your knees forward under squatting it's important to keep your heels on the ground all the time you crouch. You should drive down. your heels, and to do that, they must be on the ground! While some of your weight will be on the balls in your feet, you
never want everyone of your weight to be on the balls of your feet or toes. You should be able to lift your toes up off the ground and wiggle them at any time and it should not change anything about your squat. #2) Not to go deep enough on the squat your squat should strike at least parallel (middle picture above) – where
your hip joint goes below the knee. Depending on what you train for, you can go lower, but to maximize the muscles worked in squats, it must be done to at least parallel or lower (you can see lower in the upper right image). If you squat above parallel (a partial squat) you leave the hamstrings out of the movement. This
puts more pressure on your knee – the force put on your knee is actually reduced when you fall below parallel. Unfortunately, there are a lot of misunderstandings about squat and knee issues. The deeper the squats, the more glutes that are activated as well. Deeper is typically harder, both strength and flexibility wise.
But depending on your goals, squatting to parallel may make more sense. If you're struggling to hit deep there could be many reasons – you could have poor ankle mobility, tight hip flexors and/or hamstrings, weak glutes, or poor pelvis alignment (among many other things). This is something we work closely with our
coaching clients on, and often prescribe ankle and hip mobility drills to help customers reach proper depth on squats! #3) Knee positioning When squatting, you want your knees to track along with your toes. This means that if you look down at your knees and feet, your knees should be aligned at the same angle as your
feet throughout the movement. Everyone's exact positioning will be slightly different, but they should not be on the outside or inside of the foot. #4) Back positioning chest should be up and shoulders should be back, as if you are King Kong about to pound your chest proudly. Your body should stay in this position at all



times. You don't want your shoulders to round forward, but you also don't want to hyperextend your back either. Keeping your spine in a neutral position will help your spine secure and build a strong foundation throughout the heavy squat movement. #5) Head Positioning Many coaches will tell their lifters to look up,
because that's the direction you want to move, but this is actually the last thing you want to do. Take a second quickly and look at the roof (I'll wait! ). Do you see the position your cervical vertebrae are in? It's a very uncertain position for your spine to be in, especially when more weight starts to get included in the
equation. You also don't want to look directly at the floor. Look right out in front of you all the time, with your head in a neutral position. The chin should be in a position where you can hold a tennis ball between your chest Chin. #6) Trying to keep the shins vertical. If there is not a current underlying knee issue that would
cause further pain - the shin can and should go past vertical in squats. This will often allow for a deeper squat that will build more strength and stability in the knee. A forward tilt in the shins is also present when we participate in any number of daily activities such as going up steps or standing up from a chair. Squat as
deep as you can, but don't focus on keeping a vertical shin. #7) Too much weight on your heels/on the outside or inside of your feet during your squat when you're trying to fix coming up on your toes, or your knee positioning, it's common for people to focus so much on keeping their weight on their heels that they forget to
keep the balls on their feet on the ground! Part of your weight will still be on the ball in your foot – if you really just have weight on your heels, it's pretty hard to balance. To the same effect, if the inside of the foot or the outside of the foot comes up from the floor, this is also not a good thing! How do you know if you're
making these mistakes? Simple! Record yourself doing squats. I'll do it. And so does everyone else who is serious about improving their squats. Often we look very different than we think we look when we do an exercise, so having a video of the movement is often the only way we can improve. If you can't self-diagnose
your squat challenges, let's help! Let's check your form and learn how to squat properly! Learn more about our Coaching Program: Squat Variations for Beginners (Box Squat): In this section, we will go over some squat variations to help you improve your form and build confidence before you hit the free weights section
of the gym. If you are struggling to do a squat correctly, don't worry! I'm going to teach you about... BOX SQUATS! Squatting to a box will help you sit back and keep your weight on your entire foot, instead of squatting with your knees forward and up on your toes. Squatting back to a box is also good for people who have
bad knees and can't do body weight squats anymore. You can do box squats with a barbell as well, but for this explanation, we'll just keep it simple with body weight box squats. To be able to do this, find a box or a chair that is the right height so when you sit on it, you are parallel to your squat. Your options include things
like step stool, milk boxes, or the smallest box at the gym (there's usually a set of plyo boxes, and the shortest is around 10.) The lower the box, the more it helps you develop stronger hips and low back – the box at the exact parallel helps you more with quad strength. Set just as if you were doing a regular body weight
squat, just standing about one foot in front of the box. 1) Inhale deeply, brace your core, move your butt back, and keep your knees in line tracking in the same direction as your toes and squat back until you sit on the box. Do not do not back on the box, do it slowly and consciously while the whole body is tight. 2) Now,
don't move! Think about your positioning: Is your back and core still super tight? Is your weight on your heels and your middle of your foot? Is your head in a neutral position? Great, now stand up by running your hips upwards, don't let your weight shift forward and on your toes (running through your heels!), shoulders and
chest up, knees out keeping them lined up with your toes. For your first few, feel free to sit on the box while you evaluate your positioning, but as you get better at them, sit back and then quickly stand up again. You know you make a good squat when you can stand back up from the bottom of a squat position without
having to lean forward and use speed to get up. You can squat, touch your butt to the box, and then stand up again without having to move your weight around! HOLD THAT BUTT BACK! How to Perform a Front Squat If you're up for a similar-but-different squat, try... Barbell front squat! A front squat moves the weight
from behind you to in front of you, which requires different muscles and mobility in different places. I personally alternate front squats and back squats on my leg days. Make sure you read our full guide on how to make a proper front squat. I know all this can be overwhelming, so the important thing is that you START! I
realize I sound like a broken record at this point, but I really want you to start weight training today. We created our free guide, Strength Training 101: Everything you need to know, just for that purpose. I would love to send it to you, because I know it will help you overcome any fears and confusion and have you getting
stronger TODAY Get it when you sign up in this box below – I'm excited to hear what you think about it! Download our comprehensive guide Everything you need to know about getting strong. Workout routines for body weight and strength training. How to find the right gym and work out properly in one. Squats are
awesome. How awesome? This guy fell into a perfect squat just to impress his rabbit friend. Once you've mastered The Back Squat, give Front Squats a try! And if you want to learn more about squats, or if you want to build more confidence before you get started, we have a few options for you: 1) If you're someone who
wants to follow a tailored program designed around their lives and goals, check out our popular 1-on-1 Online Coaching Program. You will work with our certified NF instructors who will get to know you better than you know yourself, check your form and program your workouts and nutrition for you. Get step-by-step
instruction, form controls, and worldwide accountability in your pocket! Learn About Our Coaching Program 2) Exercising at Home and Need a Plan to Follow? Do you have questions you need answered? Go nerd Fitness Prime! Nerd Fitness Prime includes home training routines, live-streamed training with NF Coaches,
a supportive community, grupputmaningar, grupputmaningar, much more! Learn more about Nerd Fitness Prime! 3) Download our free Strength 101 Guide, which you can get when you sign up in the box below: Download our comprehensive guide Everything you need to know about getting strong. Workout routines for
body weight and strength training. How to find the right gym and work out properly in one. And I'd love to hear from you! Leave your questions, squats or fitness or otherwise below so we can answer them and become best friends: What struggles do you have when you try to squat? What questions do you have? If you
haven't squatted before, what else do you need us to tell you to give you the confidence to start squatting TODAY!? -Staci PS: Be sure to check out the rest of the Strength Training 101 series: PPS: I wrote this whole article while sitting in a squat. Okay, no, I didn't, but it would have been cool. ### photo source: Barbell
Squat, Jordan Colley Visuals: bunny squat, power rack, squat stand, squat rack, rack,
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